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CS Odessa Celebrates its 15th Anniversary
Published on 11/20/08
Computer Systems Odessa announces its 15th Anniversary providing Information
Management,
Project Management and Business Diagramming solutions to organizations and individuals.
Today, CS Odessa is a leading software development company that builds critical business
tools for the desktop. They maintain its leadership in a competitive market with new
innovations in its product mix.
Odessa, Ukraine - Computer Systems Odessa announces its 15th Anniversary providing
Information Management, Project Management and Business Diagramming solutions to
organizations and individuals. Founded in 1993 as a provider of complex custom business
and personal productivity software solutions for individuals and businesses for both the
Mac and PC, the company has focused on the development of its own product line known as
ConceptDraw since 1997.
With the mission to design, build and support progressive software that enables users to
better support and leverage individuals, teams, data, and resources to work smarter,
faster because of better information visualization tools, clear data presentation and
improved collaboration capability, CS Odessa has hundreds of thousands of registered users
across all industries, around the world.
"We consider CS Odessa a customer-oriented company that strives to enable our customers to
move their business forward," states Gregory Zhukov, President at CS Odessa, "Based on
market trends analysis and feedback we received from hundreds of thousands of our users,
we are constantly developing innovative technologies and highly functional productive
solutions."
Today, CS Odessa is a leading software development company that builds critical business
tools for the desktop. They maintain its leadership in a competitive market with new
innovations in its product mix. CS Odessa has extensive knowledge in developing highly
functional cross-platform productivity tools, based on its 15 plus years of global market
experience:
* ConceptDraw Office - Ultimate productivity tool for knowledge workers
* ConceptDraw PRO - Business diagramming and drawing software
* ConceptDraw MINDMAP - Brainstorming tool using standard mind mapping techniques to
help
organize ideas and tasks
* ConceptDraw PROJECT - Professional project management software
With the recent, and much anticipated, launch of the comprehensive information technology
product suite, ConceptDraw Office, CS Odessa has enabled knowledge workers to interact
with data in a visual manner, as well as obtain and provide critical insight from all
types of data. ConceptDraw Office reflects the entire collective CS Odessa expertise in
developing leading market business applications, data visualization technologies and
project management tools.
With a strong technical support team and a dedicated sales group, the concept of real
customer care is apparent. The unique individual approach to each customer is one of the
many reasons CS Odessa customers are loyal and satisfied fans of ConceptDraw products.
With over 15 years of global market experience, CS Odessa has gained an extensive
knowledge in developing highly functional cross-platform productivity tools. For the last
15 years, CS Odessa has demonstrated a consistent excellence with their products and
services. Their success is due very much to their vision, corporate culture, and a
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business approach that is always centered on providing quality products and services to
their customers.
CS Odessa:
http://www.conceptdraw.com/pg?id=news_december08_press-home
Celebrate 15 years of history:
http://www.conceptdraw.com/en/company/birthday15.php

CS Odessa sells products internationally both directly and through resellers in over 25
countries, and is headquartered in Odessa, Ukraine with an established US office in San
Jose, California.
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